Proizvolov [6] showed that if the domain is a p-space, then weight'
is not lowered by open finite-to-one maps. In [3] Coban showed that in the class of p-spaces, metrizability is inversely preserved under open finiteto-one maps. In [5] we obtained some improvements of these results. Proizvolov Throughout the paper, S will denote the set of singular points of X, and the symbols X , / , o will have the same meaning as in the above paragraphs.
The set of natural numbers with discrete topology will be denoted by N; fot any space A, ßA will denote its Stone-Cech compactification.
From here onward all the spaces are assumed to be completely regular and T., and all maps are assumed to be continuous onto. Therefore, X is completely regular and T. (see [4, 1.3] ).
Proof of Theorem. Since / is finite-to-one, and since the set S is finite, / : X -> y is an open finite-to-one map. The Theorem follows immediately from the results mentioned in the beginning of this paper and the following lemma.
Lemma. // X and Y are p-spaces, and if the set S is finite, then X is a p-space.
Proof. First we show that q{X) and each q{Y ) ate C-embedded in X .
Let g be any continuous real-valued function on a(X). Let g be the extension of g to X which takes the constant value giqix "}) on q{Y ) for each and cl^. q{Yj = ßq{Yx) fot each x £ S. Hence /3X* = ßq{X) U HJßqiY¿),
where the second union is taken over the set S.
Moreover, since the set S is finite, ßX is obtained from ßW by identifying each singular point x £ X (with X thought of as a subset of ßW) with its image f{x) (as a point of Yx C ßW).
In view of the above remarks and mathematical induction, it is enough to prove the Lemma when S is a singleton, say, S -\x\. Thus, in this case X* = a(X) U q{Yx) and, hence, ßX* = /3fl(X)U ßq{Yj. Since X and y are An alternative proof for the last part of the Theorem is given in [5] . In 
